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About this guide

Contents

This user guide is written for centre staff who use Pearson’s
qualifications management application - Learner Management. This
can be accessed by the following user roles:
•
•

Centre Administrator
Assessor (can perform all functions except claiming learners)

The
app, located on the Navigational Bar within
the qualifications management application, allows you to add and
and
make changes to learner records through the
menus.
Within this guide, you will learn the steps required to manage the
following activities:
•
•
•
•

02

Orders (e.g. registrations & entries)
Claims
Ineligible Learners
Results and Certification

Before you get started, please ensure that you have read the
’ Guide, which covers the system
short ‘
prerequisites compliance.
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Upload Learner Group
Section Overview
In order to register a learner, you must upload them into the system.
There are two ways to do this:
1.

Individual Upload: 1 learner at a time (See

2.

Group Upload: multiple learners at once using the

Section for details)
feature

This section focuses on uploading learner groups using the Bulk Upload
function - the most time-effective way to upload multiple learners into the
qualifications management application.
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Upload Learner Group
This part of the guide focuses on uploading learner groups by using the Bulk Upload function. Creating new learners via Bulk Upload is much more
time-efficient than individual uploads – as you can upload hundreds of learners at one time without adding them to a product (qualification or
apprenticeship) straight away. You can also search for this bulk upload group, and add it to an order for registration against a product as a group.
To Begin,

:

>

>

>

On the Upload Learner Group page you will first need to create a group name for
’. Click on ‘
’ that is now
your bulk upload, then click ‘
highlighted in orange.
Please note that naming the group is mandatory and the Group Name must be
unique to you as a user (no duplicates).

Fill in the fields for your learners on the template. ‘
’,
‘
’ and ‘
’ are mandatory. Once completed save the template to a
location on your computer where you are able find it easily.
Please do not change or remove any of the columns within the spreadsheet
otherwise the file will fail to upload and an error message will occur to confirm
the upload has not been successful. Please also ensure you save the template in a
CSV format.
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Upload Learner Group (continued)

By clicking on ‘
’ this will allow you to select
the template you want to upload. The file you
have selected will start uploading. Upload speeds
will vary depending on the number of learners on
the spreadsheet. An error message will appear if
there is a problem with the file. Once the file has
uploaded, Step 4 will appear.

Once the file has been uploaded click ‘
’ tab and wait for the ‘Progress’ of
the learner to reach 50%. If the progress does not
reach 50% then refresh your screen.
The following screen will be presented. To check
the validity, locate your upload from the list and
’ at right.
click ’
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Upload Learner Group (continued)

The ‘

’ page has now loaded. Here you can review the following tabs - ‘

’, ‘

’, ‘

’.

The valid records tab lists all the learners that are ready to be submitted. Before submitting the job make sure you check the
invalid records tab as these records require amendments.
If you included a unique learner number (ULN) your learner details will be checked against the Learner Records Service (LRS).
If any anomalies are discovered the application will flag these on the invalid learners tab. Click on the icon
at right to
check the reason and amend accordingly. Alternatively you can click

Previous

which will remove the learner from the upload.

Next
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Upload Learner Group (continued)

Having clicked on the

icon you will be presented with the reason why the learner could not be

validated. Amend the detail as required, then click

’.

Once you have submitted the job, the status will refresh until completed and your
learners will be available for orders to be placed in ‘
’.
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Create Order
Section Overview
Prior to creating a new order your learner(s) must already exist in the system.
There are three ways to do this:
1.

If you want to create an order for many learners you can use the Upload
Learner Group process ( See Section 1 ‘

2.

Create an individual learner through Create Order ‘

3.

Select existing learner(s) through Create Order process

’)
’ process

This section focuses on registering a learner(s) against a qualification(s).
If you are creating an Entry / Booking your learner(s) must have already been
registered against a Qualification / Apprenticeship. (This would have taken place
through the ‘

’ process).

This section focuses on booking a learner(s) against a testable qualification(s) or
testable units within a qualification.
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Create Order
This part of the guide focuses on registering learners and making entries / bookings for a test for both standalone qualifications or apprenticeship
frameworks.
To Begin,

Click ‘

:

>

>

>

’ and locate the qualifications / products by selecting the tick box. Then click ‘

can select the products from the table or use the ‘

Previous

’ or ‘

’. You

’ option.

Next
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Create Order (continued)
You will be presented with the message ‘
’. Click ‘
’ from the right side. You can
also enter an optional Purchase Order Number for internal invoicing purposes. Order(s) for the selected product will appear on the
physical invoice with the chosen Purchase Order printed.
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Create Order (continued)

To find a learner who is already
registered or an Upload Learner
Group name within the qualifications
management application, click ‘
’. A table will show all your
registered learners. If the list is large
’ followed by
you can use the ‘
click the magnifying glass or press
enter on your keyboard. Alternatively
’ option, this
use the ‘
will allow you to search by ‘
’, ‘
’, ‘
’ or ‘
’.

To link an existing learner to the
order click the
icon and the
learner will move across to the
Linked Learners box. Once all the
required learners are showing in
Linked Learners, click ‘ ’.
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Create Order (continued)

You will be taken back to the overview page where a green tick will appear next to the processes which have
been completed.
The screen will also show how many learners have been linked to the order, the cost of each registration and the
total cost.
Click ‘

’ to add course start and end dates to your listed learner(s).

Previous

!
You may also want to:
Create a learner.
Click

Next
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Create Order (continued)
Select the course start and end dates for each
of the linked learners and click ‘ ’

You are now presented with an overview of your order. You will
have green ticks showing that you have successfully linked your
learners and entered course dates. Click ‘
’ to progress
your order, or add further qualifications to your order using the
previous steps.

Previous
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Create Order (continued)

A pop up screen will appear asking you to confirm
your order. By clicking on the triangle icon at left,
you can view a breakdown of the learners and
cost(s) against each product before confirming.
Click ‘ ’ to confirm.

!
Should you require the learner number(s)
for the learner(s) you have just created,
refer to Manage Learners
.

Previous

Next
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Create Order (Create Learner)
This section will explain how to create a learner in the qualifications management application. Firstly follow Steps 1-2 from Create Order.

To create a new learner click on the ‘

’ tab.

Enter the main details of the learner. Fields
marked with an asterisk are mandatory. Click
‘

’ and this will move the learner

over to the Linked Learners section at right.
To remove a learner click on the

Previous

Next

icon.
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Create Order (Create Learner - continued)

‘
’ can be added / uploaded to the Learners Details from this page, including a digital photograph and signature. Click ‘
’
to complete the input of learner data. Your newly saved learner will now show in the Linked Learners box at right. Continue to add any other learners
you need to register. Once you have added all the learners click ‘ ’ at bottom left.

You will be taken back to the checklist page confirming
what has been completed and what is outstanding. Follow
.
the process for Create Order (Step 5)

Previous
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Create Order (Entries and Bookings)
This section will explain how to create entries and bookings for a learner(s) against a testable qualification(s) or testable units within a qualification /
apprenticeship framework.
To Begin,

:

>

>

Click ‘
’. Click on the ‘
alone qualification or an apprenticeship.

’ tab and then select whether you intend to make a booking for a stand

For learners who have been registered against the
‘

’ ‘

>

/

, you must select

’.

!
Onscreen tests requires 2 hours
notice and paper-based 12 days
notice

Previous
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Create Order (Entries and Bookings - continued)
Search for the qualification you wish to make a test booking
for and then click on the refresh icon at bottom right of table
in order for the testable units to appear. You can then expand
the unit information by clicking on the triangle icon in the left
column.
From the drop down select the ‘
for the unit required. It will either be ‘
For any form of onscreen testing select ‘
’
based testing select ‘

’

’ or ‘
’.
’ and for paper-

To add the unit(s) to the booking, add a tick to the box(es) at left
’.
and click ‘

You will now be prompted to link learners to the booking and
select the time and date your learners will take the test. To add
’ at right.
learners to the booking click ‘

Previous

Next
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Create Order (Entries and Bookings - continued)

Only learners that have been registered against
the qualification will be shown. You can locate your
learner(s) using three criteria options: ‘
’, ‘
’, or by the embedded table. To link an
existing learner to the order click
and the learner
will move across to the Linked Learners box. Once
the learner appears on the right side of the screen
click ‘ ’.

!
If unable to locate a learner check
to make sure they are registered
against the qualification.

You will be taken back to the checklist page
confirming what has been completed and what is
outstanding. A green tick will appear next to the
processes which have been completed. The screen
will also show how many learners have been linked
to the order, the cost of each registration and the
total cost. Click ‘
’ to add the test booking
date, time and mode.

Previous

Next
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Create Order (Entries and Bookings - continued)

You can now select the date and time you want to book the
test for from the drop down menus. The test delivery window
will be open 4 hours either side of the chosen time giving you
an eight hour round window.

If you selected Onscreen as the delivery method of examination you now need to
select the mode of the test you wish to book. If you are taking a test in a Local Area
Network (LAN) environment select ‘
’. If your learner is taking the test without
internet access select ‘
’. Alternatively if the learner is taking the test online with
an internet connection select ‘
’.

!

If as per the Particular Assessment Requirements (PAR) policy
the learner requires 25% extra time, this can be added from
the ‘
’ drop down.
Click ‘

’ to continue.

For other PAR services contact the
Account Services team

Previous
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Create Order (Entries and Bookings - continued)

You have entered all the information needed to complete the booking. This is shown by two green ticks next to the required
’ and repeating the process.
information. You could add further products to this one order by clicking ‘
To complete the booking click ‘

’ and then ‘

Your bookings will now be viewable in the ‘

Previous

’ to confirm.
’ screen. Navigate

Next

Cancelling a Registration
Order
Section Overview

In order to cancel a registration order, you will need to ensure the below. Please note, the applicable user role for
cancelling a registration order is the
.
•
•
•
•
•

No tests have taken place
No tests have been booked
No results are linked to the qualification
No outcomes have been added for internally assessed units
No claim has been made for the qualification (i.e. qualification is complete)

If any of the above has occurred, users will be unable to cancel the order registration and the cancel button will be
inactive.
At the present time, there has been no change to the charges associated with cancellations; therefore providing that
an invoice has not been processed, you will not be charged for the registration.
’ section within
You now have the ability to view this directly via QMA by checking the ‘
‘
’(
). If the status shows as ‘
’ no charges will be
made; however, if the status shows as ‘
’ or ‘
’ charges will apply as your invoice has already been
processed.
If you accidentally cancel a ‘
Services for support.

’ or ‘

Previous

’ order and also require a refund, please contact Customer

Next
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Cancelling a Registration Order
This part of the guide focuses on cancelling a registration order for a learner as the Centre Administrator. This section assumes the registration order
has previously been made against a qualification / apprenticeship.
To Begin,

:

Once you have located your learner, select the
’ tab
‘

Scroll to the bottom of the page and click on
’
‘

Previous
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Cancelling a Registration Order (continued)

Select the registration / order you would like to
cancel.
If it can be cancelled, the ‘
’ button will be
active (highlighted in orange) as shown at right.

If this is unable to be cancelled, the ‘
’ button
will be inactive (faded). See example at right.

Previous
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Cancelling a Registration Order (continued)

Assuming the registration / order can be cancelled,
click ‘
’. A warning message will appear on
screen asking if you’re sure you wish to cancel the
registration.
Click ‘

’.

The registration / order will be cancelled and the
status will show as ‘
’ as shown at right.

Previous

Next

Create Claim
Section Overview

A claim is the request made for a certificate once a learner has completed
learning associated with a qualification. In order to create a claim, you must
input the grades associated with each unit.
Claims can be made on an individual basis (one learner at a time) or in bulk (two
or more learners submitted at the same time against the same qualification). This
section provides guidance on how to do both, as well as explains the different
types of claims you are able to make - ‘

’, ‘

’ and ‘

’.

Prerequisites for making a claim:
• Learner has been created
• Learner has been registered against a qualification containing at least one
internally assessed unit
• Learner has received unit grades
• Learner is eligible

Previous

Next
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Create Claim
This section will explain how to create a claim for a learner(s) against a qualification containing a portfolio unit(s) and explain the different types of
claims you are able to make ‘
To Begin,

:

’, ‘

’ and ‘

’.

>

>

>

There are 4 stages of the claims process. They align with the arrows at the top of the page, which turn blue to indicate where you are in
the process, and are summarised below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

select the qualification to make a claim against
select the related units to report achievement against
identify and add one or more learners to the claim
input the grades and the certificate type for each learner

Previous

Next
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Create Claim (continued)
displays selections from the previous stages, and is automatically updated as you move through the stages of
the claims process. You can amend selections in the Claims Summary at any time by clicking on the
button under the Qualification
, or by pressing on the number of learners or units you’ve selected.
Selections are made below the

.

Previous

Next
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Create Claim (continued)
In Stage 1, you will select the qualification you wish to make a
certification claim against (
).

There are 2 ways in which you can search for your qualification required for your
claim

Only qualifications that meet the following criteria will be displayed:
• Your Centre must be approved for the qualification
• The qualification must be within the Certification End Date
• You must have active registrations against this qualification
• Learner(s) you are claiming for have

been certificated for a

Full Certificate or Fallback Certifcate
Please note if you intend to make bulk claims for more
than 1 learner they must all have achieved the same
’ claim. For those learners
units/grades resulting in ‘
with different pathways and / or grades (Fallback,
Interim and Full) we would encourage you to make
individual claims for these learners.

The fastest way to search for your qualification is through the ‘
‘
’.

Previous

Filter and identify the qualification through a stepped-approach which aligns with
the qualification specifications on the Pearson Qualifications Website. For further
guidance, click

Enter text such as Qualification title, QN number or QMA Qualification reference
(quickest method)

’ tab, where you can enter text such as ‘

Next

’, ‘

’, or
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Create Claim (continued)
(fastest method)
Enter in your full or partial search criteria for a qualification in the search box, for example:
• Qualification Title (e.g. Team Leading)
• QMA Qualification Reference (e.g. Q-0005001227) or 1227
• Qualification Number (QN) - the Ofqual Accreditation Number for the qualification (e.g. 600/8792/X)
Now, press the

to begin your search. A table will appear with a list of the qualifications that meet your criteria.

Select the qualification you seek by clicking anywhere in the row.
area towards the top of the screen. If you need to change
The qualification you have selected will now be displayed in the
your selection, click on a different qualification in the row and the Claims Summary will update accordingly.

Click on the ‘

’ button to proceed to

to add units.

Previous
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Create Claim (continued)

a) Click the
with your cursor to select the
Qualification Suite of the qualification you
wish to make a claim against. Upon
successful completion, you will be directed to
automatically.

If you receive an error message, then
please make sure you repeat the step
)
by clicking on the text (
with your cursor.

a)
to select the Subject Area associated with the Qualification Suite you have chosen. You will now be
presented with a list of associated qualifications.

Previous

Next
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Create Claim (continued)

a) Click on the Product Reference Number, Qualification Title or QN Number to select the qualification associated with your claim.
The qualification you have selected will now be displayed in ‘
’ at the top of the screen. You can change any of
your selections by clicking the word ‘
’.
b) Click on the ‘

’ button to proceed to

Previous

to add units.

Next
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Create Claim (continued)

In Stage 2, you can select the units the learner(s) have completed and add these to the claim.
The table presented to you contains all Internally Assessed Units that are part of your selected qualification. By default, they are displayed in Group
’ will continue to display the Product Title of the
order (mandatory first) - to align with the unit groups within the specification. ‘
qualification as a reminder of what you have selected, and will update with your unit selections.

a) Enter text in the relevant search box in any of the five column headings and press

Previous

on your keyboard.

Next
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Create Claim (continued)
b) Click on the arrows in the column headings to sort and filter results, and to add additional columns to
search by such as
and
.

Previous

Next
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Create Claim (continued)

a) Click in the box or anywhere in a row to select the units associated with your learner(s). If you are claiming for multiple learners, you can select all
the units that cover all learners and add them at one time. You will be able to choose which units each learner has achieved later in the process.
b) Once you have selected your units, click the

button. These units will then disappear from the table and be added to ‘

Please note if you intend to make bulk
claims for more than 1 learner they must
all have achieved the same units/grades
resulting in ‘
’ claim. For those learners
with different pathways and / or grades
(Fallback, Interim and Full) we would
encourage you to make individual claims
for these learners.

Previous

Next
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Create Claim (continued)
c) To view and validate the units added to your claim, click on the number of units (appears as “x out of XX units) in ‘
’.
also remove units here by selecting and clicking ‘
d) Click on the ‘

’ button to proceed to

Previous

to add learners.

Next

’. You can
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Create Claim (continued)

In Stage 3, you can select the specific units the learner(s) have completed and add these to the claim. The table will automatically populate with all
learners who have been registered for the selected qualification and whom have not successfully been awarded a ‘
’ or ‘
’ certificate.

a) Enter text in the relevant search box in any of the five
column headings and press
.
b) Click on the arrows in the column headings to sort and filter
results.

a) Click in the box or anywhere in a row to select the learner(s)
you plan to claim for. If you are claiming for multiple learners,
you can do this at one time. You will be able to choose which
units each of these learners has achieved when adding grades
in Stage 4.
b) Once you have selected your learner(s), click the Add
button. The selection will then disappear from the table and
be added to ‘
’.
c) To view and validate your selection, you can click on the
number of learners in ‘
’. You can also
remove learners here by selecting and clicking ‘
’.

Previous

d) Click on the ‘

’ button to proceed to

Next

to add grades.
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Create Claim (continued)

In
, you will now be able to input grades against the learners and units selected, as well as select the type of claim you are seeking. The table
you see provides a view of units and learners that are part of the claim. Here you can report the Award Type, Award Date and Grades.
The Award Type indicates what type of claim you wish to make for selected learner(s). There are three award types and each has a different outcome.
These are:
- The learner has completed all
units necessary (aligned with the rules
of combination associated with the
qualification), and is eligible to receive
a full certificate.

- The learner has completed
only some of the units required and
plans to complete the others at a later
date.

- The learner has completed
some of the units required but does
not plan to complete the remaining
units required.

• Once claimed, the learner will be issued a Full
Certificate.
• The registration will close and the status will change
’ to ‘
’.
from ‘

• Once claimed, the learner will receive a Notification of
Performance certificate.
• The registration status will remain ‘
’ until all units
are completed and a claim is made for a Full certificate.

• Once claimed, the learner will receive a unit certificate.
• The registration will close and the learner status
against the product will change to completed.

The Award Date refers to the date the learner completed their assessments against the qualification. This date is what appears on the certificate and
can be backdated up to 3 months.

Previous

Next
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Create Claim (continued)

a) In the ‘
’ table, click the ‘
’ button
above the table of learners located towards the bottom
of the screen. A pop-up will appear with a table of the
learners and units you selected previously. This will
display each of the unit, levels and credit values.
Here you can report the ‘
‘
’.

’,

’ and

The
indicates what type of claim you
wish to make for selected learner(s). There are three
awards types and each has a different outcome.
a) Select the
drop-down menu.

for each learner from the

are the result that the learner achieved for an
assessed unit.
a) Select the
for your learner(s) from
the drop down menu (calendar).

Previous

Next
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Create Claim (continued)

a) Select the
b) Click

for

that

has achieved.

once you have added grades for each unit for each learner.

’ button. After you have saved
If you have made an error or do not wish to save these grades and claim, you can also select the ‘
changes, the pop up screen will disappear and you will be taken back to
where the grid of learners will be updated with the eligibility
status of each learner.

Previous

Next
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Create Claim (continued)

a) To view reasons why the learner is not eligible, click on the
b) You will be presented with a view of the Pathways and reasons for why your learner is ineligible.
After you have saved changes, the pop-up screen will disappear and you will be taken back to the
main table which has been updated to reflect each learners eligibility and claim status.

: The learner is eligible for the award
type you have selected and meets the
required rules of combination for grades
selected against the units. (Learners will
show a claimed status of submitted).
: The Learner is not eligible for the
Award type you have selected. (Learners will
show a status of unsubmitted).

c) Click on

Previous

to view why the learner is ineligible.

Next

Ineligible Learners
Section Overview
Having made a claim against a learner, you may have a learner(s) showing as
Ineligible, there maybe a couple of reasons for this.
The two reasons would be:
1.

Rules of Combination have not been met

2.

Learner has been registered against the wrong pathway

This section focuses on the Rules of Combination and how to amend the units for
this scenario. If the issue is with a learner registered against the wrong pathway
you will be required to contact your Account Specialist to help resolve the issue.

Previous

Next
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Ineligible Learners
This section will explain how to manage Ineligible Learners. We would advise as best practice that this is checked periodically.
To Begin,

:

>

>

>

You will see all the claims that have not been submitted due to eligibility errors. You can see the learner, claim date and qualification.
To amend the claim click on the ‘
’ number. To see details of why the claim has failed, click on the
icon under the
Eligibility column.

A pop-up window will appear highlighting where the claim has failed giving the reasons why the claim cannot be submitted and how it
has not met the rules of combination.

Previous

Next
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Ineligible Learners (continued)

To see the specific reasons why individual units have failed the rules of combination, click on ‘

To edit the claim again, click on the ‘

’.

’ beginning with the letters AC - next to the Centre Name.

Previous

Next
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Ineligible Learners (continued)

You will now be brought back to Step 4 of Create Claim.
Follow this through to Step 8.

Previous

Next

Manage Learners
Having uploaded / registered a learner(s) you may be required to check the
qualification(s) your learner(s) are on or have completed. Alternatively you may
need to edit a learners details.
This section focuses on how to edit / amend learner details as well as checking
the learners Qualifications or Apprenticeships history and adding additional
information such as photo’s and signatures.

Previous

Next
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Manage Learners
This section will explain how to manage learners and find their Pearson Learner ID that you have just created. It will also show how to edit a learners
details and view qualifications your learner has been registered against.
To Begin,

:

>

>

>

From the ‘
’ tab you are able to locate a learner(s) that
you have just created, from the first search field click on ‘
’ and
then enter the dates you wish to search between and select ‘
’. A list
of learners that have been created between the chosen dates will appear.
Alternatively, click on the refresh icon at bottom right to display all learners
registered at your centre. The first column will give the Pearson Learner ID.
You can also locate a learner(s) by either narrowing down the search using
the optional fields and clicking ‘
’, or find the learner via the table.

Once you have located your learner
select the ‘
’ to
view the learner details.

Previous

Next
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Manage Learners (continued)

The Learner Details screen shows all the personal and order details associated with the learner. To add, delete or
amend any of these details click ‘

’ at the bottom of the screen.

Previous
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Manage Learners (continued)

When editing details of a learner you are allowed to make one amendment, such as; Given name, Family name
and Date of Birth. If further details need to be changed you should contact your dedicated Account Specialist.

By clicking on the ‘
’ at left of the centre
name, it will expand to
show
Qualifications will detail all the
standalone qualifications and
by clicking on Apprenticeships
this will show all the
apprenticeship frameworks
the learners have been
registered against. These
could be ‘
’,
’ or ‘
’
‘

Previous
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Manage Learners (continued)
By clicking on the expansion arrow at left of the
qualification title it will expand to give further
information about that qualification.

- Qualification Number
- Shows if the qualification is Active,
Completed or Cancelled
if one was used
(Pearson qualification number) or
Apprenticeship number if you selected the
apprenticeship option. This is useful to check
before booking a test to make sure you are
booking against the correct qualification

- Date the order was created
- Shows the date and time the
test was taken (will only show for testable
qualifications)

Previous

Next
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Manage Learners (continued)
To add or amend a learner’s photo or signature, you can upload new images saved on your computer by
clicking ‘
’ and then ‘
’.

Please note that the qualifications management application automatically records the date of submission for
both the photo and signature.

Click ‘

Previous

’ at bottom left to save any amendments you have made.

Next

Manage Entries / Bookings
Section Overview
Having made an Entry / Booking (Section 2 Create Order) you will be required to visit the Manage Entries and
Bookings screen as per below
The reasons for this would be:
1.

Cancel a Test Booking

2.

Amend a Test Booking

3.

Launch Test (Online)

4.

Download Test (Offline)

This section focuses on the processes for each of the above four actions.

Previous

Next
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Manage Entries and Bookings
This section will explain how to manage your Entries and Bookings for testable qualifications.
To Begin,

:

>

>

>

Using the search function you can find any future test booking. Alternatively, click on the refresh icon at bottom right
to view all bookings at present and in the future. Each learner is listed separately giving you flexibility in managing their
test. You are able to cancel a test booking, amend the details of a test booking, launch an Online test or download an
Offline test.

To view the Assessment Mode
and additional time click the
expansion arrow at left.

Previous

Next
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Manage Entries and Bookings (continued)

To cancel a test, select the booking using the tick box at left and click ‘
test bookings cannot be cancelled).

’. A pop-up screen will appear asking you to confirm. (Please note past

To Amend a test select the booking using the tick box at left and click ‘
’. You can then amend the date and time of the test, the mode of the
test (i.e. Classroom, Offline, Online) or add additional time. You are only able to make amendments if you have not entered the testing window.
Please note that if you have already downloaded your test package you must download again after making the amendment. The new package will
replace the original on your Offline Dashboard. Failure to do this will prevent you uploading your answer package successfully.
To Launch an Online Onscreen test select the booking using the tick box at left and click ‘
launch the test.
To Download an Offline Onscreen test select the booking using the tick box at left and click ‘
be assigned to the download so only you can launch the test.
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’. If installed the Online Onscreen test player will

’. Your Pearson Onscreen Platform PIN will
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Manage Entries and Bookings (continued)
A pop-up screen will appear asking you to confirm the download. Click on ‘

’.

The download will run four checks which are all required
to be passed. If a fail appears next to any of the four
checks press ‘ ’ on your keyboard which will refresh the
screen. You will then be asked to confirm the download
again.
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View Results
Section Overview
Having had your learner(s) sit a test or having made a claim against a qualification
you will be able to view all the historical results for a learner.
You are able to view results for:
1.

Portfolio qualifications

2.

On-screen Tests (Online, Offline, Classroom)

3.

Paper based Tests

This section focuses on the Results screen and what the headers within the tables mean.
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View Results
This section will explain how to view results for your learners and explain what each of the headers within the tables mean.
To Begin,

:

>

>

>

You will be presented with search criteria to find your learners results. You can search by First Name, Last Name, Learner Ref, Product
Title and Grade. You can search by more than one clause at a time by clicking ‘
’. When you have entered your search
’.
criteria click ‘

To view results for an individual Learner click ‘

’ from the Actions column.
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View Results (continued)
From the Learner Details screen click on the ‘

’ tab.

Each qualification will have its own results table. To view the results for each unit, click on
the expansion triangle at left.
- Full, Interim or Fallback
- The date you had selected, and was able to be back dated up to 3 months
- Refer to Create Claim Step 12
- The date the claim was processed
- The date the certificate had been printed
- The unique number that will appear on the certificate
- The grade given for the full qualification
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View Results (continued)

You can see the date the exam was sat in the ‘
‘ ’ = Pass and ‘ ’ = Fail.

Previous

’ Column and the result in the ‘

’ column.
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